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or Lap Top . his suitcase, even his toothbrush. Beneath a
bright August sky, Ghasem sat down at the long iron desk
in front of him. He said, "Why this style? Why not the
other?" The man in the window said, "The other style has
to be different. It has to be, you see. It has to be." At the
end of the morning session, the man in the window said,
"He has to have a different towel, doesn't he? And a
different pen. You can't make him look the same every
time, but there are certain things that should be the same.
Like that towel, the pen, the toothbrush. There's only one
way to brush your teeth. Have a shower. Put on your
clothes and the right shoes. Write a book in your own
style." The man in the window left the studio and walked
down the corridor toward the elevators. _**C**_ lipping off
abruptly, my voice becomes hoarse and raspy. I am, in
fact, imitating the way I sound at the end of my day. This
means that I am imitating the way I sound at the end of my
day on the day I am imitating a day in which the Lord is
absent. In the days that follow, I say the same line with the
same delivery at the end of the same day. I record it and
then take it apart. I use my earphones to record it again
and again and again. Every morning, I make it better. Until
I reach perfection. Until I know exactly what the line



sounds like when the Lord is absent and when the Lord is
present, when it doesn't matter how many days I record it,
when I simply have to have it right. In this way, on the
seventh day of my broken day of days, I need an hour to be
absolute perfection. I get it, and I record it, and I listen to
it, and I start again. The question is: _Why?_ # **About the
Author** © RODRIGO TARANGO SHIBON ISAAC SONG
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